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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This is an attempt to understand how the ideas can be applied to a practical situation. Every 

student at UiTM Perlis is required to complete a case study project as part of their studies. So, 

for this reason, I had the opportunity to study Mizuno Group, a sports retailer that manufactures 

a product that we are passionate about. 

First and foremost, the company's general information has been gathered. Main and secondary 

sources are used to collect information. The advanced topic studies are included in the report's 

second section. The project's goal is to learn more about Mizuno's context, organizational 

structure, products, and services. 

In this case study, I used SWOT analysis to examine the company's strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities, and threats in the real world. Next, I studied regarding the product manufactured 

by Mizuno, which is primarily a standard technology utilized by the company for its selected 

product that we have chosen which is their training mid socks.. Here, I will be explaining the 

problems of the socks that have grab my attention. 

 The problem of the socks that I discovered the product price are slightly higher than their 

competitors. Next, is the socks is not very stretchy. And lastly, the design of the Mizuno socks 

is simple and similar with the other brand. In this study, I will be explaining deeper regarding 

the problems and I would also be discussing the alternatives solutions towards the problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1.3 Vision and Mission  

Mission Statement  

“Contributing to society through the advancement of sporting goods and the promotion of 

sports.” 

Vision Statement  

“We will continue to making people around the world happy through the power of sports.” 

Values  

 Creating a new 100 year brand  

 Realization as a global company  

 Cultivating an employee friendly culture  

 

1.4 Products/Services  

1.4.1 Products 

Mizuno offers a lot of product related to sports need such as sportswear and equipment. 

This also include clothing and footwear. There are over 10 type of sports gear and apparel 

offered by Mizuno with different type of technology used. Mizuno also have their focused sport 

products which is baseball and golf. Other than that, rather than focusing on professional sports, 

Mizuno also create their products for leisure sport. This make Mizuno’s product suitable for 

beginner and high performance athlete. List below shows the sports equipment and gear 

covered by Mizuno which shows that the company is a one stop center for most sports: 

 

1. Golf  2. Swimming  

3. Tennis 4. Cycling  

5. Baseball 6. Judo 

7. Volleyball 8. Table Tennis 

9. Football 10. Badminton 

11. Running  12. Boxing  

13. Rugby 14. Athletics  

15. Skiing  

Table 1. Products of Mizuno  


